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20MC114 SOFT SKILLS LABORATORY
Course Description and Objectives:

The Soft Skills Laboratory course is aimed at training undergraduate students on employability
skills. Designed to impart work related skills, the course will enable trainees to develop
interpersonal communication, leadership, preparing resumé, group discussion and interview
skills. It will give them the required competence and confidence to handle professional tasks.
Course Outcomes:

The student will be able to:
 Think critically on issues for informed decision making and know how to communicate
effectively through choice of appropriate language and speech, while dealing with
others at the workplace.
 Identify and introspect on individual strengths and weaknesses.
 Improve levels of self-awareness and self-worth for greater efficacy at workplace.
Skills:








Communicate and understand the difference between soft skills and hard skills.
Professionalism and employability skills.
Plan career by drawing their SWOT, setting the goal, learn the importance of time and
stress management.
Vocabulary, situational english, group discussion, reading comprehension and listening
comprehension which are essential for all competitive examinations.
Prepare resume and learn how to face interview.
Gender sensitive language, good manners, emotional intelligence and essential skills.

Activities:













Formal and informal communication.
SWOT analysis.
Stephen covey Time Management matrix.
Stress Management techniques.
Vocabulary flash cards.
Situational Dialogues.
Group Discussion.
Resume preparation.
Mock Interview.
Reading comprehension activities.
Listening comprehension Activity by watching the American accent video.
Emotional intelligence, etiquette quiz.

Syllabus
UNIT – 1

9 Hours

A) COMMUNICATION: Need for effective communication - The process of communication, Levels
of communication, Flow of communication, Choice of diction and style with reference to setting
(formal, semi-formal or informal); Communication networks, Barriers to communication,
Miscommunication, Noise and ways to overcome the barriers.
B) SOFT SKILLS: Difference between soft and hard skills, Need for soft skills, Professionalism,
Employability skills.
C) CAREER PLANNING: Job vs career, Goal setting, SWOT analysis, Planning and prioritization,
Four quadrant time management system, Self-management, Stress-management.
ACTIVITY: Johari Window for SWOT analysis, Setting a SMART goal using the provided grid,
Writing a statement of purpose (SOP).

UNIT – 2

8 Hours

A) VOCABULARY BUILDING: Word etymology, Roots, Prefixes and suffixes, Synonyms and
antonyms, Collocations, One-word substitutes, Analogies, Idioms and phrases, Contextual guessing of
unfamiliar words, Task-oriented learning (50 words).
ACTIVITY: Making a flash card (one per day by each student), Vocabulary exercises with hand-outs,
Vocabulary quiz (evaluation will be a combination of the 50 words provided by the instructor and the
flash cards made by the student (one per day).
B) FUNCTIONAL ENGLISH: Situational dialogues, Role plays (including small talk), Self
introduction, Opening and closing a telephonic conversation, Making an appointment, Making a query,
Offering/ Passing on information, Communicating with superiors, Expressing agreement/objection,
Opening bank account (combination of prepared and impromptu situations given to each student).
C) GROUP DISCUSSION: Articulation and flow of oral presentation, Dynamics of group discussion,
Intervention, Summarizing and conclusion, Voice modulation, Content generation, Key word approach
(KWA), Social, Political, Economic, Legal and technical approach (SPELT), View point of affected
part (VAP), Language relevance, Fluency and coherence.
ACTIVITY: Viewing a recorded video of GD and Mock sessions on different types of GD topics
Controversial, Knowledge, Case study (including topics on current affairs).

UNIT – 3

9 Hours

A) RESUME-WRITING: Structure and presentation, Defining career objective, Projecting one’s
strengths and skill-sets, Summarizing, Formats and styles and covering letter.
ACTIVITY: Appraising some samples of good and bad resumes, Preparing the resume, Writing an
effective covering letter.
B) FACING INTERVIEWS: Interview process, Understanding employer expectations, Pre-interview
planning, Opening strategies, Impressive self-introduction, Answering strategies, Other critical aspects
such as body language, Grooming, Other types of interviews such as stress-based interviews,

Teleinterviews, Video interviews, Frequently asked questions (FAQs) including behavioural and HR
questions and the aspect looked at by corporate during interviews.
ACTIVITY: Writing responses and practicing through role plays and mock interviews on the FAQs
including feedback.

UNIT – 4

9 Hours

A) READING COMPREHENSION: Reading as a skill, Techniques for speed reading, Understanding
the tone, Skimming and scanning, Appreciating stylistics, Impediments for speed reading, Eye fixation,
Sub-vocalization, Critical reading, Reading based on purpose, Reading for information, Reading for
inference.
ACTIVITY: Reading comprehension exercises with texts drawn from diverse subject areas (Handouts),
Newspaper activity with students divided into 4 groups, Each group looks at critical component of
communication such as Listening, Speaking, Reading and writing enabling them to be better
communicators as well as be more aware about the current affairs, Which help in group discussion.
B) LISTENING COMPREHENSION: Listening as a skill, Different types of listening, Active and
passive listening, Top-down approach, Bottom-up approach, Understanding the non verbal cues of
communication, Intonation and stress.
ACTIVITY: Narration of a story, Speech excerpts with different accents (Indian, British, American),
listening comprehension exercises with audio and video excerpts.

UNIT – 5

9 Hours

IMPACT OF LANGUAGE ON PERSONALITY: Gender sensitive language in MNCs, Cultural
sensitivity, Social awareness, Emotional intelligence, Good manners, Self-grooming, Positive body
language, Accepting and handling responsibility, Assertiveness, Problem solving, Negotiating skills,
Networking and creating a good first impression, Seven essential skills for a team player, Attentive
listening, Intelligent questioning, Gently persuading, Respecting other’s views, Assisting others,
Sharing, Participating actively.
ACTIVITY: Johari Window, Games and case studies.
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